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Never, ever has there been a better time to fish the wonderful 
archipelago and the world renowned Marine Conservation 
Park of Los Roques in the Southern Caribbean.  

Being in Venezuela the PR at the moment is not great and 
Caracas as a city is not recommended as a fun excursion. 
However, Caracas is a distant 45 minute drive into the uplands 
way above the International Airport, so you flip through a totally 
normal International Airport, a seamless meet and greet service 
has you by the pool in the airport hotel in just a few minutes. 
Early next morning you board one of LTA’s four engined Dash 
7’s and 30 minutes later you are drooling over the vast expanse 
of fishing flats as you land at Gran Roque. There are no cars on 
the sand roads, no terminal, just a bunch of friendly faces and 
handshakes.  You pay your Park Entrance Fee - £1.50 - and 
your luggage is portered to the posada, while you follow along, 
trying not to ask over anxious questions about the weather, just 
looking forward to breakfast and mentally binning your watch 
and shoes, soaking up the prospect of the fishing to come. 

Los Roques has always offered probably the most reliable bonefish 
fishing anywhere. Just now the Venezuelan government has 
demanded US citizens have visas, and with Cuba opening up to 
the US market the trend is obvious to spot. Los Roques is now 
seriously under fished and I guess will be for a year or two yet.  

Tiffy and I fished eight days in 10 day stay – we saw only 
once another boat on a flat. The bone fishing really is 
extraordinarily good. As in previous visits we found them 
everywhere and they really were a good size; a handful 
or less under two pounds, the rest a chunky three to five 
pounds with our best all in the region of seven to eight and 
as always, bigger fish missed.  The iconic ‘pancake flats’ were 
wonderful for tailing fish at lower tide and there were simply 
miles and miles of beaches and other wide open flats to patrol.  

The beauty is that it is almost all wading.  Just you, your fishing 
partner and the guide, stalking bones and really feeling that 
you are earning the success – and properly learning from 
failure. The boatman moves the boat, meets you and the guide 
and you move on – no long trudge back to the boat. It works 
really well.
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The boats are 28’ with an awning for cover – comfortable 
for moving about if there is a swell or wind, and excellent 
for non-fishing partners – or for ‘partly’ fishing partners. In 
other words a partner can relax on the boat, under cover and 
close to the loaded cool box, swim, read, snooze, walk a beach 
or going trolling while you fish the flats. Or they can join 
you fishing, normally when the bones seem to be hungry and 
suicidal – then there is the inevitable inquest along the lines 
of: “I do not understand why you make such a meal of this” - 
while retiring to the book again.

There are plenty of other species to be caught too, we tried a 
species day and ended up with a round dozen and on the last 
day we landed a really good horse eyed jack of about 16lbs that 
fell for a Clouser Minnow. The tarpon were there but eluded 
us, we must have had a dozen takes but not one held on. We 
did not try seriously for permit, but saw a handful – to be 
honest the bone fishing was so good that we stuck with that, 
inevitably slightly rueing that decision on the way home! 

The Posada Acuarela is a delightful oasis of calm with really 
friendly, helpful staff and the Italian cuisine is as good as 
ever.  It has two other advantages, it is 100m from the boats 
and, 200m from the best bar, Bora La Mar, which overlooks 
the sunset on the beach and serves wonderful Mojito sun-
downers. The residents are charming and welcoming, the 
houses are painted an eclectic mix of bright colours and a 
stroll around town after fishing followed by sun-downers is a 
sort of ‘holiday tonic’ that other destinations cannot offer.

We extended our stay and took a couple of days to explore 
nearby beaches. For no extra cost the Posada will transfer you 
to a nearby island with wonderful beaches and swimming, 
they put up an umbrella for shade and leave you with towels, 
chairs and a well-stocked cool box. Take a rod along as bone 
fish cruise the beaches – the best of all worlds. 

Over the next year there will continue to be very light fishing 
pressure in Los Roques – it really is an ideal time to go. We 
will be hosting a trip again next February 2016 – if you would 
like to join us please do contact me for further information.
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